ACOUSTICALLY PURE,
IT’S LIKE HEARING
YOUR FAVORITE SONG
FOR THE FIRST TIME.

A music aficionado with extensive knowledge and a critical
ear, the Music Maniac prioritises audio purity and value for
money. Music is their motivating passion, and is a continuous
soundtrack to their life.
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AH-D7100
Artisan – Reference standard headphones for best-in-class performance.
Denon’s Music Maniac Artisan Headphones offer
a reference standard personal listening experience,
thanks to an ergonomically-perfect fit and acoustically
transparent, studio quality audio performance. Featuring
Denon’s 50mm “Free Edge Nano Fibre” drivers, real
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mahogany wood ear cups, these headphones deliver
the finest acoustic performance irrespective of the
genre of music you’re listening to.

Aluminium stand included

50mm “Free Edge Nano
Fibre” drivers

Integrated remote and
microphone

DENON AUDIO APP
All Music Maniac headphones are compatible with the Denon
Audio App, available for iPhone, iPad, and Android phones;
create custom playlists, custom EQ curves, enjoy internet radio,
and more.

AH-D600

AH-c400

Smart, sophisticated headphones with a sound quality to match.

Studio quality sound experience
from elegant and understated
design.

Denon’s Music Maniac Over-Ear Headphones
are elegant, sophisticated, high-end designs
that offer sound quality to match. Featuring
Denon’s 50mm “Free Edge Nano Fibre”
drivers, pentagonal memory foam ear pads
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that articulate 360° and detachable cable
connections, these headphones deliver the
best performance and comfort no matter
what type of music you’re listening to.

Integrated remote and
microphone

Carrying case with karabiner

Denon’s Music Maniac In-Ear Headphones
offer exceptional audio performance from
a compact, elegant, precision-machined
design. Each in-ear headphone features two
Balanced Armature drivers situated in a solid
metal Zinc housing to deliver the best studio
quality sound experience no matter the type
of music you’re listening to. The non-tangle
cable includes an in-line remote control (for
control of Apple® iPod®, iPhone® and iPad™)
and microphone for phone conversations on
the go.

Carrying case with karabiner

Teflon coated, non-tangle
cable and ¼” gold-plated
adapter jack

Silicon ear tips, Double
Solid Silicon ear tips and
Comply™ TX-400M foam
ear tips

DENON AUDIO APP
All Music Maniac headphones are compatible with the Denon
Audio App, available for iPhone, iPad, and Android phones;
create custom playlists, custom EQ curves, enjoy internet radio,
and more.

